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	Explains for the first time how "computing with words" can aidin making subjective judgments


	Lotfi Zadeh, the father of fuzzy logic, coined the phrase"computing with words" (CWW) to describe a methodology in which theobjects of computation are words and propositions drawn from anatural language. Perceptual Computing explains how to implementCWW to aid in the important area of making subjective judgments,using a methodology that leads to an interactive device—a"Perceptual Computer"—that propagates random and linguisticuncertainties into the subjective judgment in a way that can bemodeled and observed by the judgment maker.


	This book focuses on the three components of a PerceptualComputer—encoder, CWW engines, and decoder—and thenprovides detailed applications for each. It uses interval type-2fuzzy sets (IT2 FSs) and fuzzy logic as the mathematical vehiclefor perceptual computing, because such fuzzy sets can modelfirst-order linguistic uncertainties whereas the usual kind offuzzy sets cannot. Drawing upon the work on subjective judgmentsthat Jerry Mendel and his students completed over the past decade,Perceptual Computing shows readers how to:

	
		
			Map word-data with its inherent uncertainties into an IT2 FSthat captures these uncertainties

	
	
		
			Use uncertainty measures to quantify linguisticuncertainties

	
	
		
			Compare IT2 FSs by using similarity and rank

	
	
		
			Compute the subsethood of one IT2 FS in another such set

	
	
		
			Aggregate disparate data, ranging from numbers to uniformlyweighted intervals to nonuniformly weighted intervals to words

	
	
		
			Aggregate multiple-fired IF-THEN rules so that the integrity ofword IT2 FS models is preserved

	



	Free MATLAB-based software is also available online so readerscan apply the methodology of perceptual computing immediately, andeven try to improve upon it. Perceptual Computing is animportant go-to for researchers and students in the fields ofartificial intelligence and fuzzy logic, as well as for operationsresearchers, decision makers, psychologists, computer scientists,and computational intelligence experts.
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Atlas of Colonoscopy: Examination Techniques and DiagnosisThieme Medical Publishers, 2005

	A complete guide to colonoscopy featuring more than 1,000 superb illustrations!
	
		In recent decades, colonoscopy has developed into one of the most essential techniques for early screening, detection, and diagnosis of colorectal cancer, inflammatory bowel disease, and other disorders. And rapid advances in interventional endoscopy...
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Shopify Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build highly effective Shopify apps using the powerful Ruby on Rails framework with this book and ebook


	Overview

	
		Publish apps in the Shopify App Store and work on Twitter Bootstrap
	
		Get a jump-off point for additional programming and enhancements using the Ruby on Rails code
	...
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Selenium Testing Tools CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Unlock the full potential of Selenium WebDriver to test your web applications in a wide range of situations. The countless recipes and code examples provided ease the learning curve and provide insights into virtually every eventuality.


	Overview

	
		Learn to leverage the power of Selenium WebDriver with...
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Maritime Security: International Law and Policy Perspectives from Australia and New ZealandRoutledge, 2009
Maritime security is of vital importance to Australia and New Zealand as both countries depend on maritime transport for their economic survival. Since the events of September 11th 2001, significant questions have been raised as to whether Australia and New Zealand are adequately prepared for the consequences of a major disruption to...
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Beginning Microsoft Office Live: Build Your Own Web Site Quickly and EasilyApress, 2007
Having a web site is almost mandatory whether you are an individual promoting yourself, part of a company showcasing its products or services, or even a member of a band promoting its music, for instance; but unless you want to hire an expert to put your web site together, you’ll need a good deal of experience and knowledge of web...
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Electromagnetic Fields in Mechatronics, Electrical And Electronic Engineering: Proceedings of Isef'05IOS Press, 2006


	This book contains the papers presented at the International Symposium on Electromagnetic

	Fields in Mechatronics, Electrical and Electronic Engineering ISEF’05 which

	was held in Baiona, Spain on September 15–17, 2005. ISEF conferences have been

	organized since 1985 as a common initiative of Polish and European...
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